Dear F Begemann,

It’s time to celebrate!

Since 2000, you have had 47 citations to your article, CALL FOR AN IMPROVED SET OF DECAY CONSTANTS FOR GEOCHRONOLOGICAL USE.

This means that the number of citations your article received places it in the top 1% within its field according to Essential Science Indicators™. Your work is highly influential, and is making a significant impact among your colleagues in your field of study.

Keep track of your article's influence: set up a citation alert in Web of Science®.

If your institution subscribes, simply go to http://isiknowledge.com, and click “Create Citation Alert” on your article’s full record.

If you do not have access to Web of Science, the most in-depth and respected source of citation information and searching available, ask your librarian to set up a free trial.

Congratulations on your extraordinary career accomplishment!